a Capillary phenomena governing the mass-transport (capillary filling, condensation/evaporation) has been experimentally investigated in around 20 different silica thin films exhibiting various porosities with pores dimension ranging from 2 to 200 nm. Films have been prepared by sol-gel chemistry combined with soft-templating approaches and controlled dip coating process. Environmental ellipsometric porosimetry combined with electronic microscopy were used to assess the porosity characteristics. Investigation of lateral capillary filling was performed by following the natural infiltration of water and ionic liquids at the edge of a sessile drop in open air or underneath a PDMS cover. The Washburn model was applied to the displacement of the liquid front within the films to deduce the kinetic constants. The role of the different capillary phenomena were discussed with respect to the porosity characteristics ( porosity vol%, pore dimensions and constrictions). We show that correlation between capillary filling rate and pore dimensions is not straightforward. Generally, with a minimum of constrictions, faster filling is observed for larger pores. In the case of mesopores (<50 nm in diameter), the presence of bottle necks considerably slows down the infiltration rate. At such a small dimension, evaporation/capillary condensation dynamics, taking place at the meniscus inside the porosity, has to be considered to explain the transport mode. This fundamental study is of interest for applications involving liquids at the interface of mesoporous networks such as nanofluidics, purification, separation, water harvesting or heat transfer.
Introduction
Porosity is intrinsically present in many materials and can be used to tune certain properties such as density, permeability, stiffness, etc. Nowadays, adjusting material porosity during material preparation has become a wide field of research and many strategies have been developed to control the size distribution, the density, the morphology, the interconnection, and the accessibility of pores in association with the processing methods.
1 Nanoporous materials are with no doubt highly interesting since they exhibit enhanced surface area that can reach several hundreds of square meters per gram, promoting thus surface interaction with the liquid or gaseous environments. While fluid behavior in model channels has been intensively investigated by the microfluidic community and is now rather well understood, 2 this is not the case for nanoporous materials. Indeed, due to the difficulties to analyze fluid conformation and transport in sub-100 nm pores, the literature remains sparse and considerable efforts are still needed to light up this black box. Single linear nanochannels with variable sizes and symmetries could be constructed by top-down nanofabrication recent technologies, 3 and were used to address very important matters such as capillary filling, 4 wall effects related to the Debye double layer, 5 fast diffusion of heat, 6 all testifying that fundamental properties of fluids confined in nanopores strongly differ from the bulk. Such topdown fabricated nanochannels are mainly used in nanofluidics for example for proteins and DNA separation and analysis. 7 However, these are homogeneous single channels, while many 3D nanoporous networks are much more often encountered in conventional applications such as in separation, 8 sensing, 9 wetting, 10 heterogeneous catalysis, 11 energy transfer, 12 optical thin films, 1b etc. For all these domains of application, interactions of the nanoporous materials with liquid phases are crucial aspects that need to be addressed. Indeed, in presence of a liquid phase, one has to take into account the wetting, the natural capillary infiltration and the capillary condensation governed by liquid-vapor equilibriums. Knowing perfectly the structural characteristic of the porosity is of utmost importance to describe and predict dynamic exchanges governing the co-existence of solid-liquid-gas interpenetrated phases. This work focuses on the relationship between the porous structure ( porosity vol% and pore sizes deduced from water adsorption and desorption curves) and the liquid natural infiltration within the latter. To do so, we take advantages of the great variety of mesoporous materials that can be processed as thin coatings by the sol-gel approach, combining inorganic polycondensation, soft-templating and dip-coating.
1b Their preparation as thin layer offers practical experimental advantages such as being able to directly visualize the triple-phases line of a sessile drop standing on the coating flat surface, or the progression of the lateral fluid front during confined capillary filling. Here, in order to keep constant the material surface free energy, all films were composed of silica obtained from acid-catalysed sol-gel method. Selected fluids are water and ionic liquids since they both strongly interact with the matrices due to their high polarity, but differ in viscosity, surface tension, low saturated vapor pressure and thus volatility. Structures of the mesoporous films were assessed using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and by environmental ellipsometry porosimetry (EEP). It is known that adsorption/ desorption phenomena in porous materials can be interpreted in terms of chemical potential oversaturation for the capillary condensation and in terms of pore-blocking effects, cavitation, and equilibrium state for the desorption. In both cases the surface energy of the porous matrix plays a critical role.
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However, in the present study and for the sake of clarity in the discussion, we decided to interpret the isotherm and the presence of hysteresis through relative dimensions of pore and bottlenecks deduced from the Kelvin model. As a result, in order to be as consistent as possible, all silica materials were prepared in similar chemical conditions to prevent any large discrepancy in surface energy. The static water contact angle of the final silica materials ( plain or porous coating) was measured to be 23°± 8°and was introduced into the Kelvin's model to deduce the pore size distribution for both adsorption and desorption curves. 14 Optical microscopy is used to follow, in situ and time-resolved, evolutions of liquid/vapor frontiers within the porous materials. In the first part of the article we will show that efficiency in capillary filling is associated to the presence of a steady "capillary ring" formed around a sessile drop. This ring is established and stabilized due to dynamic equilibrium between evaporation, capillary condensation and capillary filling. Its formation is observed in films with relatively high and fairly interconnected porosity. In the second part, the kinetics constants of capillary filling were deduced from the Washburn model using the propagation rate of the liquid front in conditions for which evaporation contribution was hindered. We show that correlation between capillary filling rate (lateral transport within the film) and pore dimensions (extracted from EEP isotherms due to transversal capillary condensation) is not straightforward, making all porous films not suitable as host matrix for liquid infiltration. Indeed the presence of bottlenecks evidenced on EEP isotherms, is found to play a major role especially in the case of mesopores (<50 nm in diameter). Here, evaporation at the moving front cannot be neglected. In particular, at the smaller dimensions, the mass transport driving force is very likely due to evaporation/condensation dynamics at the meniscus and at the pore interface. These results will be of paramount importance to further understand transport of solutes in confined infiltrated solutions for future nanofluidic systems or for heterogeneous catalysts among others.
Experimental

Films preparation
With the exception of the PPN sample, films were labeled with letters corresponding to the block copolymer responsible of the porosity in the sample, followed by a number corresponding to the various recipes used to prepare the films bearing different porosity (see Table 1 ). All films were processed onto (100) silicon wafers, from acid-catalyzed TEOS (TetraEthylOrthoSilicate -Aldrich) solutions, using dip-coating (ACEDIP from SolGelWay, Paris France, allowing controlled humidity, temperature and speed programing) followed by calcination under IR lamps (10 min at 450°C). In these conditions, we assume that the free surface energy of the SiO 2 network is the same for each film. Films were deposited at a constant withdrawal speed of 10 mm s −1 . Thicknesses vary between 150 and 450 nm depending on the solution. 15 We assume that because pores sizes are smaller than thicknesses, the later has no significant influence on the capillary effects. Component amounts, block copolymer types, and stirring times are reported in Table 1 . PS1 and PS2 samples were prepared from initial inorganic solutions composed of 0.113 g of TEOS, 0.055 g of HCl/H 2 O 1 M and 3 g of THF that were mixed and stirred for 12 hours. 0.04 g of PS-(80k)-b-PEO-(52k), namely, Polystyrene-b-Polyethylene oxide (obtained by PolymerSouce Inc. having a total molecular weight of 132 000 g mol −1 , a PEO weight fraction of 39%, and a polydispersity index of 1.05) was dissolved in 1 g THF before being added to the previous silica solution. The solution was then heated for 15 min at 70°C in a closed bottle in order to become fully transparent. Then the solution was further stirred for 12 h before dipcoating in controlled atmosphere (RH < 5%, T = 22°C). The same procedure was used to prepare PS2 films except that the initial silica solution was obtained by dissolving the precursor in 3 g of acetone (instead of THF Table 1 . In the case of the PS6 sample 1 g of THF was added at the same time with the block copolymer (indicated by a **). In all cases, 1 hour after the addition of the block-copolymer, the solution was heated at 70°C for 15 minutes to complete the dissolution of the block copolymer before further stirring. It's important to underline that similar solutions processed in different ways led to substantially different porosities. For instance for PS5 and PS6, the inorganic to organic ratio is the same than for PS1 but the dilution and stirring time change producing a thin film that is qualitatively different from PS1 in respect of pore shape. This is due to the well-known evolution of the silica degree of polycondensation related to relative hydrolysis and condensation kinetics. The spinodal phase separation responsible for the formation of the previously mentioned film is indeed very sensitive to the experimental parameters.
Film structural investigation
SEM images were obtained using field emission gun scanning electron microscopy (SEM-FEG) Zeiss Ultra 55 at 45°incidence. Ellipsometry measurements were performed on a UV-visible (from 240 to 1000 nm) variable angle spectroscopic ellipsometer (VASE -2000 U Woollam), and the data analyses were performed with the Wvase32 software using Cauchy models. Pore volumes were estimated using the Bruggeman effective medium approximation model. Environmental ellipsometry porosimetry was investigated through water adsorption/desorption isotherm using an atmospheric control chamber as previously described. 14 Pore size distributions were calculated using a model based on spherical geometry in the adapted Kelvin's equation.
14 Capillary filling investigation were performed at 25°± 2°C and 30% ± 10% relative humidity. Water front propagation was recorded through the PDMS stamp using a Nikon Optiphot 500 optical microscope. Droplet edges for permeable and impermeable films were investigated using an Olympus Stylus 1 digital camera.
Results and discussion
In the present first part, the contact edge of a sessile water drop onto the two PS1 and PS2 typical mesoporous films are investigated and compared. Both films were prepared to have a thickness around 150 nm (deduced from ellipsometry), and similar apparent porosity ( pore size around 60 nm and pore volume around 65% estimated from SEM-FEG images and environmental ellipsometry porosimetry (EEP) 14 respectively)
as shown in Fig. 1 . Adsorption curves of both films show a 
sudden water uptake above 95% of relative humidity attributed to capillary condensation. At such high relative pressures, deducing the corresponding pore size through the Kelvin model is not relevant since a variation of 2% (sensor nominal error: ±2%) in the humidity reading would induce a considerable error in the corresponding calculated pore dimension. As a result, one can only conclude that the main population of the pores stands above 50 nm in diameter in both films, in agreement with the SEM images. For PS1, the desorption curve almost overlaps the adsorption one, suggesting very limited pore blocking effect associated to a small difference between the bottle-neck and the pore diameters. Therefore, a fairly good interconnectivity exists within the PS1 film porosity. Inversely for PS2, a type-IV hysteresis loop, attributed to bottlenecks. In the latter case, the desorption centered at 55% RH is probably due to cavitation or pore blocking. As a result, PS2 bearing 4.1 nm "bottlenecks" has a porosity that is much less homogeneous than the porosity of PS1. The initial desorption, occurring at around P/P 0 = 90% and concerning 25% of the total volume in the PS2 coating isotherm (Fig. 2f ) , corresponds likely to the fraction of pores emerging at the coating surface that are thus open to the atmosphere. The difference in interconnectivity was obtained by varying solubility of the block-copolymer using different solvents. The homogeneous porosity in PS1 was obtained from an initial solution prepared with 100% THF (Fig. 1a-c) , as opposed to the presence of small bottlenecks in PS2, for which the solvent was a mixture of 75% acetone and 25% THF (Fig. 1d-f) , as described in the experimental section. The higher polarity of the acetone-rich solution decreases the solubility of the PS chains (without inducing precipitation in the present conditions). PS-b-PEO being amphiphilic, it forms discrete spherical micelles in the more polar acetone-rich medium, while it remains not assembled in the less polar THF medium. During liquid deposition, evaporation takes place inducing the simultaneous concentration of silica precursors and polymers as the silica cross-links, rigidifying thus the coating. During this process, micelles co-assemble into a percolated 3D-array of spheres with a minimal degree of coalescence for the acetone containing system. On the other hand, for the acetone-free system, the fast evaporation of THF drives the polymer to aggregate into a continuous 3D network, following a spinodaltype phase separation with the inorganic phase, promoting thus the formation of a homogeneous porosity. After thermal decomposition, both approaches yield coatings bearing a porosity network that corresponds to the inverse of the intermediate polymer network. The precursor to template ratio being identical in both systems, and the organic domain dimensions being fixed by the length of the polymer block, we obtained similar pore volume and pore size, but a more homogeneous interconnected network in pure THF (PS1) system (no hysteresis) than in presence of acetone (PS2). Physical-chemistry aspects governing the formation of different porosities with respect to the applied conditions have been analyzed and detailed for the present PS1 and PS2 cases, but will not be discussed for the other investigated films in Table 1 . Fig. 2 illustrates what can be observed when a drop of water is deposited at the surface of the porous PS2 and PS1 films. After a few seconds, the sessile drop on the PS1 film is accompanied by a millimeter wide lighter ring formed at its periphery. Zooming on the drop triple-phase line as in Fig. 2b reveals that the latter ring is homogeneous all around the drop, and is stable as long as conditions for evaporation (RH and temperature) are steady. This ring corresponds to a fluctu- ation of optical interferences, induced by a local increase of the film refractive index, due to the presence of water into the porosity at the vicinity of the drop. We can thus call it "capillary ring". The mechanism responsible for the establishment of this capillary ring is schemed in Fig. 2a . In the case of a sessile drop onto a porous thin film that allows wicking, the liquid from the drop reservoir enters the porosity and builds a radial flow outward of the triple contact line by capillarity. 18 Evaporation occurs at the drop surface and all over the surface of the capillary ring, inducing a gradient of relative humidity (RH).
One expects thus that the relative humidity at the drop surface corresponds to the saturation (RH = 100%) and progressively decreases to match the ambient atmosphere away from the drop. The relative humidity is thus expected to decrease from saturation to ambient humidity radially from the drop triple line, causing an increase of evaporation rate when getting away from the drop. At a certain critical distance from the triple line, a stationary water-front is established (see Fig. 2a ), where capillarity filling rate balances evaporation rate.
This situation can only exist if the relative humidity at the critical distance is inferior to the relative humidity of capillary condensation, which is above 95% in the present case, as deduced from the EEP investigations in Fig. 1c and f. Interestingly, the capillary ring is not observed for the PS2 sample (see Fig. 2d ) in the same conditions. It is thus likely that the poorer interconnectivity of the PS2 structure, being the only structural difference with PS1, is responsible for the non-formation of the ring by capillary-driven out-flow from the drop. In other words, it seems that a direct relation exists between the presence of small bottlenecks, revealed by the hysteresis loop on the water adsorption/desorption isotherm (EEP), and a non-efficient capillary-driven filling.
In order to better understand the formation of this capillary ring, three additional films (PS3, PS4 and PS5) were prepared with increasing ratio of the same Block CoPolymer (BCP) (see Table 1 ) and were submitted to the sessile drop test. Fig. 3 displays the SEM images of the porous structure, the corresponding EEP isotherms, and the optical image of the sessile drop. The EEP adsorption/desorption isotherms are plotted in terms of the refractive index versus the relative humidity for a better comparison. As expected, capillary condensation occurs above 92% RH, suggesting that pores have dimension larger than 30 nm in all considered films. On the other hand, they show that the total volume of accessible porosity increases with the ratio of BCP, from 33% for PS3 to 54% for PS5, passing by 47% for the intermediate PS4. Interestingly, PS3 shows a large hysteresis with two desorption steps likely attributed to pore blocking (two populations) or pore blocking followed by cavitation; PS4 shows a narrower hysteresis attributed to pore blocking; while for PS5, desorption and adsorption curves are almost overlapping revealing limited pore blocking. From these, one can conclude that the bottlenecks are much smaller in PS3 than in PS4, while PS5 has the larger constrictions in its porosity. As can be seen on the corresponding SEM images, PS3 and PS4 samples show a micellar pore structure, responsible for the presence of the hysteresis loop, while PS5 shows a spinodal-phase-separated-type porosity. In accordance with what was previously observed, sessile drop images show that only the structure of PS5 allows the formation of a capillary ring.
It confirms what was already demonstrated above that a more "open" or homogeneous porosity favors capillary filling. The same experience was repeated with films having smaller pores obtained with other BCP (see Table 1 ). In the same way, droplets deposited on films with lower porosity vol% do not generate a capillary ring (data not reported). In our case (3D bottom-up fabricated porous networks) porosities higher than 50% are needed for wicking to be observed. This statement has to be considered with attention since it is obvious that a set of separated parallel open linear channels in a dense matrix would allow capillary filling even for low values of the porosity vol% for the corresponding material. Therefore, the porosity vol% is not a direct and critical parameter by itself. However, it seems that the formation of a high porosity by the present templating approach, promotes the formation of networks with less pore-blocking effect, which then seems to be the critical parameter for efficient capillary filling. This is likely due to the fact that for an increasing content of BCP porogen the mechanism of porosity structuration evolves from a pure spherical-micelle-self-assembly towards a more and more spinodal phase separation assisted one, bearing larger bottlenecks.
In what follows, the dynamics of capillary filling was investigated by recording the advancement of the liquid front in the film porosity using a configuration where the direct transversal evaporation in the atmosphere is significantly hindered by applying a PolyDiMethylSiloxane (PDMS) stamp onto the top of the films (see Fig. 4a ). PDMS is used because it permits a good and uniform covering of the film surface and because its transparency allows in situ visualization of the fluid front propagation with the help of an optical microscope. A drop of liquid is then applied at the edge of the stamp and the front progression underneath the stamp, where exchanges with atmosphere are minimized, is recorded using optical microscopy. This experiment was performed with all the different silica films reported in Table 1 using water as the volatile liquid and sometime 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium dicyanamide ionic liquid as the non-volatile one. While some films were instantaneously infiltrated by the liquid, some were not at all. For example, no capillary filling was observed underneath the stamp in the case of PS2 films, which is consistent with the absence of a capillary ring. On the other hand, rapid capillary filling was observed for PS1 films. The typical plots of the square of the fluid-front travelled distance L with respect to time t for water (black-squares) and for the ionic liquid (redtriangles), are shown in Fig. 4b for the PS1 film (data not shown for the other films). The experimental points corresponding to the early stage of the capillary filling with either water or ionic liquid, show that the square of the traveled distance is linear with time, which suggests a diffusion limited transport that perfectly fits expectation from the Washburn theory of capillary filling. 19 The filling with the ionic liquid (red axes) is much slower than the filling for water due to its higher viscosity. 20 Interestingly, after 30 s of experiment, the water front tends to slow down more than predicted by the Washburn law, whereas the ionic liquid front still follows the linear regime. This is attributed to the evaporation of water at the advancing front within the porosity. Evaporation rate at the front is limited by the evacuation of the gaseous water outside of the porous network and is thus assumed to be constant during the experiment time frame. Because the liquid front speed progressively slows down with the covered distance, evaporation of water becomes more and more dominant with the front slowing down, a phenomena not accounted for in the classical Washburn prediction but which was reported for single slit nanochannels of less than 20 nm. 21 This is evidently observed in the case of water and not in the case of ionic liquid as a result of the volatility difference. It has to be noticed that even if no PDMS is applied the ionic liquid fills the porous structure with the same law. Because the ionic liquid has a very low vapor pressure, no PDMS stamp is necessary, and filling the thin film porosity by capillarity can anyway be completed over time. The corresponding filling speed is expressed as the D parameter of the equation from Washburn theory of capillary filling (eqn (1)) and is reported in Table 2. 19
In Table 2 , D values are then correlated to the porosity characteristics ( pore diameter and porosity) of the corresponding film, deduced from SEM images and/or EEP isotherms shown in Fig. 5, 6 , 7, and 8. Pore diameters were calculated from the adsorption and desorption curves of the water EEP isotherm using the Kelvin's equation. The diameter at the desorption was assumed to be representative of the bottlenecks. As mentioned earlier, because EEP is not appropriated to determine pore size above 50 nm, 14 estimation from SEM images was used when capillary condensation occurred above 95% RH. The symbol * is used in Table 2 when the corresponding value has not been determined. In the last two columns the values of the filling speed for water and ionic liquid are expressed as D from (eqn (1)). When no capillary filling could be observed under the PDMS stamps and through the formation of a capillary ring, the symbol -was used. Table 2 gives an overview of the samples with D values decreasing from top to bottom. Three sections can be roughly identified. The top section gathers films exhibiting larger pores and rather homogeneous porosity as evidenced by the quasi overlapping of the adsorption and desorption curves at high water relative pressure in the isotherm shown in Fig. 5 . With the exception of the PPN sample, the typical porosity with limited bottlenecks observed by SEM is clearly originating from a phase separation mechanism. As expected for this type of porosity, larger pore dimension led to faster capillary filling.
Inflection of the adsorption and desorption curves between 30% and 40% RH for the PPN sample are due to internal porosity of the pillars, 16 which is considered to have no significant effect on the capillary filling investigation as discussed later. The intermediate section gathers a set of samples exhibiting a Table 2 ). type-IV hysteresis in their isotherms (see Fig. 6 and 7) , typical of mesoporosity encountered in films prepared from micellar template. This type of structure is confirmed by the SEM images in Fig. 6 and 7, where more or less interconnected spherical-like pores are clearly evidenced. These samples show values of pore diameter between 4.6 and 27.5 nm from adsorption, and values between 2.0 and 4.8 from desorption. All films could be infiltrated by capillarity, but in opposition to the top section, no evident relation can be found between pore dimension, or the pore volume, and the capillary infiltration rate in this intermediate section. However, it seems that films that present wider hysteresis (large values of ΔRH) are slower to infiltrate than films with narrower hysteresis, whatever the dimension of the pores and of the bottlenecks. This tendency will be further discussed later.
The last bottom section in Table 2 lists the samples that did not show any capillary infiltration under the PDMS stamp, neither the formation of a capillary ring around the sessile drop. The corresponding SEM images, EEP isotherms and pore size distributions are shown in Fig. 8 (EEP and SEM characterization of PS1, PS3 and PS4 films are already reported above).
All these samples exhibit various types of porosity with more or less wide hysteresis in their isotherm. Amongst these, one would expect that PS3 and PS8 allow capillary filling since their pore and constriction dimensions are close to PBd3 or PBd4 from the intermediate section. However, the porosity of PS3 and PS8 is below 50% vol, against 60% vol for PBd3 and PBd4, which may explain this difference in behavior. Indeed, for equivalent dimensions of pores and bottlenecks, a more porous structure would statistically have a higher number of interconnections (bottlenecks) per pores than a less porous structure. The number of interconnections per pore, that can also be related to the tortuosity taken into account in the Washburn model, strongly affects the liquid front propagation but much less the capillary condensation. In addition, EEP probes the porosity by infiltrating water in the pore under gaseous state and transversally through the film thickness (capillary condensation), while D is deduced from liquid water lateral transport in the film through capillarity. For such reasons, and regarding now all the pore characteristics and related capillary filling efficiency, it is difficult to draw a strict correlation between them. However, it would be interesting to discuss further the role of the bottlenecks and of their dimension with respect to the pore size. To do so, D values listed in Table 2 are plotted with respect to pore size for the two first sections in Fig. 9a and of the intermediate section only in Fig. 9b . Presence of bottlenecks can be visualized since both Ads. Diam. and Des. Diam. are reported. In the case of larger pores, where EEP could not be used to determine their dimension, a continuous bar is used that represents the approximated dimensions measured on the SEM images. First it is clear that samples from the first section allow faster filling than samples of the second section, since increasing the pore diameter (supposing no bottle-necks and uniform channels with thin hysteresis) means an increase of D, as expected from the Washburn theory. The trend in Fig. 9a is thus quasi linear (see the tendency line). The D value of the PPN sample is positioned above the tendency line, which is attributed to the lowest tortuosity associated to the uniformly standing periodical pillar array conformation. This is why such a structure is considered as ideal for fluid transportation in elongated wide thin channels. It is important to underline that the pillar inner porosity composed of 2 nm pores does not govern the filling. If it was the case the D value would be located below the tendency line. Even so, it is clear in Fig. 9 that porosity with smaller pores are associated with much lower D values. Concerning the capillary filling speeds of mesoporous samples from the intermediate section in Table 2 , they are found at the left bottom corner of Fig. 9a graphic. This region of the graphic is displayed in Fig. 9b with the D axis given in logarithm scale for a better clarity. Pore and constriction dimensions for each film are linked by a horizontal rod to better visualize the width of the hysteresis. One can first observe that water filling speed ranges over three orders of magnitude while pore and constriction dimensions are found between 2 and 27.5 nm.
The bottleneck size (deduced from the desorption curve) ranges from 2 nm to 4.8 nm, while the pore diameter (deduced from the adsorption curve) varies from 4.6 nm to 27.5 nm. Quite anti-intuitively, despite a quasi-constant bottleneck size, films with larger pore size lead to slower filling speed by capillarity. The D value seems to increase linearly with the constriction size and decrease exponentially (logarithmic scale in Fig. 9b ) with the pore size. This decrease is counterintuitive in respect of the known laws for liquid capillarity because an increase of pore size should lead to a faster filling even in presence of smaller constrictions. The most convenient way to describe this tendency is to consider the hysteresis width: for samples with small bottlenecks a large hysteresis means a slower filling while for samples with larger bottlenecks a large hysteresis totally inhibits the filling of the porosity. It has to be taken into account that exact values of the filling speed should be compared with caution due to tortuosity and pore volume discrepancies. However, the general tendency reveals that the thinner is the EEP hysteresis, the more efficient is the capillary filling. In order to explain this unexpected behavior, we need to reintroduce the evaporation/condensation equilibrium that establishes at the liquid front within the porous network. As already mentioned, evaporation at the liquid front within the porous network depends on the evacuation of the vapor phase and thus on the pore structure. It is therefore assumed to be constant in the same film during the capillary filling, and one may conclude that a decreasing gradient of vapor pressure exists from the liquid front. Knowing that capillary condensation occurs at vapor pressures below saturation in nanopores due to confinement, it is consistent to expect that evaporated water molecules may recondense in empty pores before the liquid front reaches them. The smaller the pores are, the lower is the critical vapor pressure for capillary condensation. This is to say that capillary condensation has to be seriously considered for smaller pores, for which capillary filling is very slow and condensation is possible for low vapor pressures. The influence of evaporation/ condensation dynamics on the liquid front progression can be evidenced by plotting the ratio of D water /D IL versus pore and constriction dimensions, as shown in Fig. 10 . Table 2 recalls that the Ionic Liquid progresses slower than water due to its higher viscosity. The difference in the D water / D IL values is attributed to the porosity structural characteristics and to the relative variation of viscosity of fluids in nanoconfinement (this point will be further discussed in the specific case of PPNs in a future article). Increasing the difference between the pore size (adsorption) and the bottleneck size seems to slow down the filling of the ionic liquid much more than in the case of water (even if water itself is slowed down). The ionic liquid has to penetrate in the porosity in a pure liquid way because its vapor pressure can be considered as null while water molecules can also diffuse (see Fig. 4 ) in the porosity under vapor phase. Here the vapor diffusion follows a Knudsen mode because the pore dimensions are much smaller than the mean free path. In these conditions, the diffusion of water molecules is governed by the collisions with the pore walls and the diffusivity is proportional to the pore dimension. Because IL progresses with no evaporation, D water / D IL is expected to remain low if water progression is governed by roughly the same mechanism of the IL (mainly liquid transport). On the other hand, if D water /D IL is high, mechanism of capillary filling differs for both volatile and non-volatile liquids (contribution of vapor phase transport). For samples Table 2 . The same code of Fig. 9 has been used to express the pore and constriction sizes. with large pores and "open" porosity gathered in the top section of The mechanism of water filling in such porosities is thus cooperative between capillary filling and capillary condensation. A global picture of the system is illustrated in Fig. 11 . In presence of bottlenecks, it is possible to imagine a mechanism of the water filling where the main part of the water molecules that contribute to the advancement of the water front evaporates from the front and condenses again in the next empty pores. The filling attributed to the vapor phase transport being limited by diffusion, the global observed filling rate would anyway follow the same mathematical law than the Washburn theory (with the squared length of the filled channel proportional to the time through a constant D). D includes thus two driving forces for filling that depend in a different way on the porosity characteristics. An adequate mathematical model could be derived here but this is out of the scope of this article. The tendency revealed in Fig. 9b can now be easily explained. For larger pores the relative humidity needed to fill them by capillary condensation is higher than that needed for smaller ones.
Therefore, the time required for the vapor phase to reach the conditions for capillary condensation in the front nearby pores is longer for larger pores than for smaller ones. In presence of constrictions (bottlenecks) it results in a slower progression for larger pores than for smaller pores. It has to be noticed that in the case of porosities with bottle-necks and larger pore sizes the dynamics could be so slow for water, even with the evaporation/condensation mechanism, that no progression was observed.
In these cases, gathered in the last bottom section of Table 2 , the critical vapor pressure for water capillary condensation in the front close-by porosity is never reached due to a too slow liquid progression (tortuosity and presence of solid dead-ends) compared to the vapor phase evacuation (diffusion away from the front). Similarly to solid dead-ends in the porous network, water flow blockage could also be related to air-trapping in the pores due to water condensation at the smaller pore intersections between larger pores. This can explain why the PS2 sample doesn't show any filling.
One must recall that evaporation depends on temperature and relative humidity and that the present experiment were performed at 25°± 2°C and 30% ± 10% RH as reported in the experimental section. However, the influence of external humidity has been investigated for sample Bj1 from Section 2 of Table 2 , for which the transport through cooperative evaporation/condensation at the front prevails. No significant difference in front advancement rate was observed for three different relative humidity values (8%, 30% and 55% RH) applied in a close chamber. This suggests that the time scale of the water vapor exchange between the atmosphere and porosity to reach equilibrium is much longer than that of the evaporation/condensation occurring at the advancing front. In other words, when humidity in the atmosphere is below critical humidity for capillary condensation, the phenomena taking place at the front are not significantly influenced by the external humidity. On the other hand, when the experiment is performed above critical humidity for capillary condensation (at 100% RH), we additionally observed condensation of water at the edge of the PDMS stamp and the propagation of the front underneath the PDMS as expected.
Conclusions
In summary, we demonstrated that liquid natural infiltration in nanoporous materials is governed by a cooperative mechanism, involving liquid transport by capillarity and vapor transport through evaporation at the liquid front followed by capillary condensation. Relative contributions of both driving forces depend strongly on the porosity characteristics ( pore volume fraction, relative dimensions of pores and bottlenecks). In the present cases of 3D porosities, a higher pore volume is associated to a lower tortuosity and to a faster capillary infiltration. For pores larger than ≈50 nm, the liquid transport by capillarity dominates and the filling is faster for larger pores as expected from the Washburn prediction, while the presence of constrictions (bottlenecks) tends to reduce the filling rate. In the mesoporous range, the evaporation at the liquid front can no more be neglected, and the capillary condensation Fig. 11 Illustration of the capillary infiltration mechanism in the various porosities, taking into account the pore relative dimension and the presence of constrictions (bottlenecks), and the two driving forces related to liquid capillary transport and vapor capillary condensation. Liquid front progression proceeds faster from the bottom to the top.
dominates the filling when pore size increases and constrictions remain small. In this regime, for similar bottleneck dimensions, the liquid progression is faster with smaller pores than with large pores due to the easiness for the vapor phase to capillary condense in smaller pores. Some porosity shows no liquid infiltration at all, confirming that not all mesoporous materials are efficient for liquid infiltration and one must prefer homogeneous and bottleneck-free types showing narrow hysteresis in adsorption/desorption isotherms. The cooperative transport mechanism described in this fundamental study is also of paramount importance because it is likely to strongly affect the transport of solutes in confined infiltrated solutions in many applicative domains such as heterogeneous catalysts or nanofluidics.
